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def bubblesort(x):
for j in range(len(x)):
for i in reversed(range(j)):
x[i],x[i+1] = (
min(x[i],x[i+1]),
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max(x[i],x[i+1])
)

Prelude: What is the fastest
algorithm to sort an array?
def blindsort(x):
while not issorted(x):
permuterandomly(x)

bubblesort takes poly time.
Θ(n2 ) comparisons.
Huge speedup over blindsort!
Is this the end of the story?
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49972524680845987273644695848653836736222626099124608051243884390451244136549762
78079771569143599770012961608944169486855584840635342207222582848864815845602850
60168427394522674676788952521385225499546667278239864565961163548862305774564980
35593634568174324112515076069479451096596094025228879710893145669136867228748940
56010150330861792868092087476091782493858900971490967598526136554978189312978482
16829989487226588048575640142704775551323796414515237462343645428584447952658678
21051141354735739523113427166102135969536231442952484937187110145765403590279934
40374200731057853906219838744780847848968332144571386875194350643021845319104848
10053706146806749192781911979399520614196634287544406437451237181921799983910159
19561814675142691239748940907186494231961567945208
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A simple exercise to illustrate
suboptimality of Shor’s algorithm:
¨ 3009 ˝
Find a prime divisor of 10
ı .
31415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078164062862089
98628034825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550582231725359408128481117450
28410270193852110555964462294895493038196442881097566593344612847564823378678316
52712019091456485669234603486104543266482133936072602491412737245870066063155881
74881520920962829254091715364367892590360011330530548820466521384146951941511609
43305727036575959195309218611738193261179310511854807446237996274956735188575272
48912279381830119491298336733624406566430860213949463952247371907021798609437027
70539217176293176752384674818467669405132000568127145263560827785771342757789609
17363717872146844090122495343014654958537105079227968925892354201995611212902196
08640344181598136297747713099605187072113499999983729780499510597317328160963185
95024459455346908302642522308253344685035261931188171010003137838752886587533208
38142061717766914730359825349042875546873115956286388235378759375195778185778053
21712268066130019278766111959092164201989380952572010654858632788659361533818279
68230301952035301852968995773622599413891249721775283479131515574857242454150695
95082953311686172785588907509838175463746493931925506040092770167113900984882401
28583616035637076601047101819429555961989467678374494482553797747268471040475346
46208046684259069491293313677028989152104752162056966024058038150193511253382430
03558764024749647326391419927260426992279678235478163600934172164121992458631503
02861829745557067498385054945885869269956909272107975093029553211653449872027559
60236480665499119881834797753566369807426542527862551818417574672890977772793800
08164706001614524919217321721477235014144197356854816136115735255213347574184946
84385233239073941433345477624168625189835694855620992192221842725502542568876717
90494601653466804988627232791786085784383827967976681454100953883786360950680064
22512520511739298489608412848862694560424196528502221066118630674427862203919494
50471237137869609563643719172874677646575739624138908658326459958133904780275900
99465764078951269468398352595709825822620522489407726719478268482601476990902640
13639443745530506820349625245174939965143142980919065925093722169646151570985838
74105978859597729754989301617539284681382686838689427741559918559252459539594310
49972524680845987273644695848653836736222626099124608051243884390451244136549762
78079771569143599770012961608944169486855584840635342207222582848864815845602850
60168427394522674676788952521385225499546667278239864565961163548862305774564980
35593634568174324112515076069479451096596094025228879710893145669136867228748940
56010150330861792868092087476091782493858900971490967598526136554978189312978482
16829989487226588048575640142704775551323796414515237462343645428584447952658678
21051141354735739523113427166102135969536231442952484937187110145765403590279934
40374200731057853906219838744780847848968332144571386875194350643021845319104848
10053706146806749192781911979399520614196634287544406437451237181921799983910159
19561814675142691239748940907186494231961567945208

Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inp
• Maybe inputs in superposi

Important variations in metr
(even assuming perfect devic
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire
• Qubit operations (“gates”
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).
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A simple exercise to illustrate
suboptimality of Shor’s algorithm:
¨ 3009 ˝
Find a prime divisor of 10
ı .
31415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078164062862089
98628034825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550582231725359408128481117450
28410270193852110555964462294895493038196442881097566593344612847564823378678316
52712019091456485669234603486104543266482133936072602491412737245870066063155881
74881520920962829254091715364367892590360011330530548820466521384146951941511609
43305727036575959195309218611738193261179310511854807446237996274956735188575272
48912279381830119491298336733624406566430860213949463952247371907021798609437027
70539217176293176752384674818467669405132000568127145263560827785771342757789609
17363717872146844090122495343014654958537105079227968925892354201995611212902196
08640344181598136297747713099605187072113499999983729780499510597317328160963185
95024459455346908302642522308253344685035261931188171010003137838752886587533208
38142061717766914730359825349042875546873115956286388235378759375195778185778053
21712268066130019278766111959092164201989380952572010654858632788659361533818279
68230301952035301852968995773622599413891249721775283479131515574857242454150695
95082953311686172785588907509838175463746493931925506040092770167113900984882401
28583616035637076601047101819429555961989467678374494482553797747268471040475346
46208046684259069491293313677028989152104752162056966024058038150193511253382430
03558764024749647326391419927260426992279678235478163600934172164121992458631503
02861829745557067498385054945885869269956909272107975093029553211653449872027559
60236480665499119881834797753566369807426542527862551818417574672890977772793800
08164706001614524919217321721477235014144197356854816136115735255213347574184946
84385233239073941433345477624168625189835694855620992192221842725502542568876717
90494601653466804988627232791786085784383827967976681454100953883786360950680064
22512520511739298489608412848862694560424196528502221066118630674427862203919494
50471237137869609563643719172874677646575739624138908658326459958133904780275900
99465764078951269468398352595709825822620522489407726719478268482601476990902640
13639443745530506820349625245174939965143142980919065925093722169646151570985838
74105978859597729754989301617539284681382686838689427741559918559252459539594310
49972524680845987273644695848653836736222626099124608051243884390451244136549762
78079771569143599770012961608944169486855584840635342207222582848864815845602850
60168427394522674676788952521385225499546667278239864565961163548862305774564980
35593634568174324112515076069479451096596094025228879710893145669136867228748940
56010150330861792868092087476091782493858900971490967598526136554978189312978482
16829989487226588048575640142704775551323796414515237462343645428584447952658678
21051141354735739523113427166102135969536231442952484937187110145765403590279934
40374200731057853906219838744780847848968332144571386875194350643021845319104848
10053706146806749192781911979399520614196634287544406437451237181921799983910159
19561814675142691239748940907186494231961567945208
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Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inputs.
• Maybe inputs in superposition.
Important variations in metrics
(even assuming perfect devices):
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire area).
• Qubit operations (“gates”).
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).

e exercise to illustrate
mality of Shor’s algorithm:
¨ 3009 ˝
prime divisor of 10
ı .

84626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078164062862089
67982148086513282306647093844609550582231725359408128481117450
55964462294895493038196442881097566593344612847564823378678316
69234603486104543266482133936072602491412737245870066063155881
54091715364367892590360011330530548820466521384146951941511609
95309218611738193261179310511854807446237996274956735188575272
91298336733624406566430860213949463952247371907021798609437027
52384674818467669405132000568127145263560827785771342757789609
90122495343014654958537105079227968925892354201995611212902196
97747713099605187072113499999983729780499510597317328160963185
02642522308253344685035261931188171010003137838752886587533208
30359825349042875546873115956286388235378759375195778185778053
78766111959092164201989380952572010654858632788659361533818279
52968995773622599413891249721775283479131515574857242454150695
85588907509838175463746493931925506040092770167113900984882401
01047101819429555961989467678374494482553797747268471040475346
91293313677028989152104752162056966024058038150193511253382430
26391419927260426992279678235478163600934172164121992458631503
98385054945885869269956909272107975093029553211653449872027559
81834797753566369807426542527862551818417574672890977772793800
19217321721477235014144197356854816136115735255213347574184946
33345477624168625189835694855620992192221842725502542568876717
88627232791786085784383827967976681454100953883786360950680064
89608412848862694560424196528502221066118630674427862203919494
63643719172874677646575739624138908658326459958133904780275900
68398352595709825822620522489407726719478268482601476990902640
20349625245174939965143142980919065925093722169646151570985838
54989301617539284681382686838689427741559918559252459539594310
73644695848653836736222626099124608051243884390451244136549762
70012961608944169486855584840635342207222582848864815845602850
76788952521385225499546667278239864565961163548862305774564980
12515076069479451096596094025228879710893145669136867228748940
68092087476091782493858900971490967598526136554978189312978482
48575640142704775551323796414515237462343645428584447952658678
23113427166102135969536231442952484937187110145765403590279934
06219838744780847848968332144571386875194350643021845319104848
92781911979399520614196634287544406437451237181921799983910159
39748940907186494231961567945208
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Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inputs.
• Maybe inputs in superposition.
Important variations in metrics
(even assuming perfect devices):
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire area).
• Qubit operations (“gates”).
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).

Short-ter

1995 Kit
Barenco–
Chari–De
1998 Zal
2000 Par
2002 Kit
Beaurega
Kunihiro
2014 Svo
2015 Gro
Smith, 2
Svore, 20
Johnston
factors o

to illustrate
Shor’s algorithm:
¨ 3009 ˝
or of 10
ı .

1693993751058209749445923078164062862089
7093844609550582231725359408128481117450
6442881097566593344612847564823378678316
2133936072602491412737245870066063155881
0011330530548820466521384146951941511609
9310511854807446237996274956735188575272
0860213949463952247371907021798609437027
2000568127145263560827785771342757789609
7105079227968925892354201995611212902196
3499999983729780499510597317328160963185
5261931188171010003137838752886587533208
3115956286388235378759375195778185778053
9380952572010654858632788659361533818279
1249721775283479131515574857242454150695
6493931925506040092770167113900984882401
9467678374494482553797747268471040475346
4752162056966024058038150193511253382430
9678235478163600934172164121992458631503
6909272107975093029553211653449872027559
6542527862551818417574672890977772793800
4197356854816136115735255213347574184946
5694855620992192221842725502542568876717
3827967976681454100953883786360950680064
4196528502221066118630674427862203919494
5739624138908658326459958133904780275900
0522489407726719478268482601476990902640
3142980919065925093722169646151570985838
2686838689427741559918559252459539594310
2626099124608051243884390451244136549762
5584840635342207222582848864815845602850
6667278239864565961163548862305774564980
6094025228879710893145669136867228748940
8900971490967598526136554978189312978482
3796414515237462343645428584447952658678
6231442952484937187110145765403590279934
8332144571386875194350643021845319104848
6634287544406437451237181921799983910159
1567945208
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Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inputs.
• Maybe inputs in superposition.
Important variations in metrics
(even assuming perfect devices):
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire area).
• Qubit operations (“gates”).
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).

Short-term RSA se

1995 Kitaev, 1996
Barenco–Ekert, 19
Chari–Devabhaktu
1998 Zalka, 1999 M
2000 Parker–Plenio
2002 Kitaev–Shen–
Beauregard, 2006
Kunihiro, 2010 Ah
2014 Svore–Hastin
2015 Grosshans–La
Smith, 2016 Häner
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–
Johnston: try to s
factors out of Shor

te
rithm:
˝
009 ı .

923078164062862089
359408128481117450
847564823378678316
245870066063155881
384146951941511609
274956735188575272
907021798609437027
785771342757789609
201995611212902196
597317328160963185
838752886587533208
375195778185778053
788659361533818279
574857242454150695
167113900984882401
747268471040475346
150193511253382430
164121992458631503
211653449872027559
672890977772793800
255213347574184946
725502542568876717
883786360950680064
674427862203919494
958133904780275900
482601476990902640
169646151570985838
559252459539594310
390451244136549762
848864815845602850
548862305774564980
669136867228748940
554978189312978482
428584447952658678
145765403590279934
643021845319104848
181921799983910159

4
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Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inputs.
• Maybe inputs in superposition.
Important variations in metrics
(even assuming perfect devices):
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire area).
• Qubit operations (“gates”).
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).

Short-term RSA security

1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckm
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ek
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Se
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 20
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chia
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedm
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Mo
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roettele
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2
Johnston: try to squeeze con
factors out of Shor’s algorith
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Important variations in the
factorization problem:
• Maybe need one factor.
• Maybe need all factors.
• Maybe factors are small.
• Maybe factors are large.
• Maybe there are many inputs.
• Maybe inputs in superposition.
Important variations in metrics
(even assuming perfect devices):
• Qubits.
• Area (“A”, including wire area).
• Qubit operations (“gates”).
• Depth.
• Time (“T ”: latency).

6

Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

nt variations in the
ation problem:
e need one factor.
e need all factors.
e factors are small.
e factors are large.
e there are many inputs.
e inputs in superposition.

nt variations in metrics
ssuming perfect devices):
s.
(“A”, including wire area).
operations (“gates”).
.
(“T ”: latency).
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

2003 Be
: : : 2016
2b + 2 q
Toffoli g
CNOT g

ns in the
lem:
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factors.
re small.
re large.
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

2003 Beauregard:
: : : 2016 Häner–R
2b + 2 qubits; 64b
Toffoli gates; simil
CNOT gates; dept

puts.
ition.

rics
ces):

area).
”).
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

2003 Beauregard: 2b + 3 qu
: : : 2016 Häner–Roetteler–S
2b + 2 qubits; 64b 3 (lg b + O
Toffoli gates; similar number
CNOT gates; depth O(b 3 ).
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

7

2003 Beauregard: 2b + 3 qubits.
: : : 2016 Häner–Roetteler–Svore:
2b + 2 qubits; 64b 3 (lg b + O(1))
Toffoli gates; similar number of
CNOT gates; depth O(b 3 ).
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
2002 Kitaev–Shen–Vyalyi, 2003
Beauregard, 2006 Takahashi–
Kunihiro, 2010 Ahmadi–Chiang,
2014 Svore–Hastings–Freedman,
2015 Grosshans–Lawson–Morain–
Smith, 2016 Häner–Roetteler–
Svore, 2017 Ekerå–Håstad, 2017
Johnston: try to squeeze constant
factors out of Shor’s algorithm.

7

2003 Beauregard: 2b + 3 qubits.
: : : 2016 Häner–Roetteler–Svore:
2b + 2 qubits; 64b 3 (lg b + O(1))
Toffoli gates; similar number of
CNOT gates; depth O(b 3 ).
Conventional wisdom:
cannot avoid 2b qubits
for controlled mulmod.
e.g. 4096 qubits for b = 2048,
very common RSA key size.
So 2048-bit factorization
needs 4096 qubits?
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Short-term RSA security
1995 Kitaev, 1996 Vedral–
Barenco–Ekert, 1996 Beckman–
Chari–Devabhaktuni–Preskill,
1998 Zalka, 1999 Mosca–Ekert,
2000 Parker–Plenio, 2001 Seifert,
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